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You’ve allowed this company to swindle us into paying for bribes and 
subsidies for failing power plants. We have received nothing back for this 
criminal behavior. Now they have the audacity to want us to pay more!! 
^|0^o! Cut the salaries of the executives that perpetrated the bribery 
scam and pay for the tree trimming. If the PUCO allows this we will know 
that the payoffs are continuing!
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Please docket the associated customer comment and/or attached in the 
case number referenced above under "Public Comments". This 
information was received by the Consumer Services Division through 
alternate channels and is being forwarded to be filed formally. This 
infor^^c|g ^Q^,t{|^c:(|pjgtp^efiQ^esd should not be viewed as such.

complete reproduction of a case file 
document delivered in the regular 
course of business.

***To ensure your response attaches to the appropriate case, please reply 
to this email without changing the subject line. Thank you!***
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This message and any response to it may constitute a public record and thus 
may be publicly available to anyone who requests it.

CAUTION: This is an external email and may not be sate. If the email looks suspicious, 
please do not click links or open attachments and foru'ard the email to csc@.ohio.gov or click 
the Phish Alert Button if available.


